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Abstract
The Brazilian National System of Conservation Units (SNUC) has a wide spectrum of conservationist strategies, so that often the choice of a protected area typography is not adequate to the proposed conservation objectives. The recategorization of a Conservation Unit (CU) is a legal and widely used procedure to resolve conflicts of interest that exist even before the SNUC implementation. This research carried out a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) with the objective of identifying the methods applied in recategorizations and factors that led to the occurrence of this phenomenon in Brazilian CUs. Three bibliographic databases (Research gate, PubMed and Repositório UFSC) were searched, in addition to Google Scholar, obtaining total number of 1,068 articles. The results indicate increase in the number of publications on the theme in the last three years, and that there are twenty methods used in CU recategorization processes in Brazil. A variation of instruments used for recategorization was also identified, and it was found that in most cases, more than one instrument is used, with the implementation of a decree or law being the most used. Several factors are also responsible for recategorization, being territorial conflicts and their overlapping on traditional communities the most relevant.
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Resumo
O Sistema Nacional de Unidades de Conservação brasileiro (SNUC) possui amplo espectro de estratégias conservacionistas, de forma que muitas vezes a escolha de uma tipologia de área protegida não se adequa aos objetivos de conservação propostos. A recategorização de uma Unidade de Conservação (UC) é um procedimento legal e amplamente utilizado para solucionar conflitos de interesses existentes até mesmo antes da implementação do SNUC. Esta pesquisa realizou uma Revisão Sistemática de Literatura (RSL) com o objetivo de identificar os métodos aplicados nas recategorizações e os fatores que levaram a ocorrência desse fenômeno nas UC brasileiras. Foram consultadas três bases bibliográficas de busca (Researchgate, Pubmed e Repositório UFSC) além do Google Scholar, obtendo um número total de 1,068 trabalhos. Os resultados indicam um aumento no número de publicações referentes a temática nos anos de 2017 e 2019 e uma diminuição em 2020. É que existem vinte métodos utilizados nos processos de recategorização de UC no Brasil. Foi identificado também uma variação dos instrumentos utilizados para recategorização, e verificado que na maioria dos casos são utilizados mais de um instrumento, sendo a implementação de decreto ou lei os mais utilizados. Diversos também são os fatores responsáveis pelas recategorizações, sendo o principal os conflitos territoriais e suas sobreposições com comunidades tradicionais.

Palavras-chave: Áreas protegidas; Reenquadramento; Instrumentos; Fatores.

Resumen
El Sistema Nacional de Unidades de Conservación de Brasil (SNUC) tiene un amplio espectro de estrategias de conservación, por lo que la elección de una tipología de área protegida a menudo no se adapta a los objetivos de conservación propuestos. La recategorización de una Unidad de Conservación (UC) es un procedimiento legal y ampliamente utilizado para resolver los conflictos de interés existentes incluso antes de la implementación del SNUC.
Esta investigación realizó una Revisión Sistemática de la Literatura (RSL) con el objetivo de identificar los métodos aplicados en las recategorizaciones y los factores que llevaron a la ocurrencia de este fenómeno en las UC brasileñas. Se consultaron tres bases de datos de búsqueda bibliográfica (Researchgate, Pubmed y UFSC Repository) además de Google Scholar, obteniendo un total de 1.068 trabajos. Los resultados indican un aumento en el número de publicaciones sobre el tema en los años 2017 y 2019 y una disminución en 2020. Y que hay veinte métodos utilizados en los procesos de recategorización de la UC en Brasil. También se identificó una variación de los instrumentos utilizados para la recategorización, y se verificó que en la mayoría de los casos se utiliza más de un instrumento, siendo la implementación de un decreto o ley el más utilizado. También hay varios factores responsables de las recategorizaciones, siendo el principal los conflictos territoriales y sus superposiciones con las comunidades tradicionales.

**Palabras clave:** Áreas protegidas; Reencuadre; Instrumentos; Factores.

### 1. Introduction

The concept of the term Conservation Unit - CU, is well defined by the law that establishes the National System of Conservation Units - SNUC (Federal Law 9.985/2000), which has been widely used and redefined by some authors (Santilli, 2005; Pereira & Scardu, 2008; Figueiredo, 2014) and by the Biological Biodiversity Convention (BRASIL, 1998), without losing its main purpose, according to the specificity of its use. It is originally described as “territorial space and its environmental resources, including jurisdcschaelctional waters, with relevant natural characteristics, legally established by the Public Power, with conservation objectives and defined limits, under a special administration regime, to which adequate guarantees of protection are applied” (Brazil, 2000).

In article 55 of the SNUC law, it is foreseen that CUs created based on previous legal frameworks and that do not fall within the categories provided for in this law, should be recategorized with the aim of defining their reclassification, always obeying the function for which they were created. In addition, there are CUs that, even being classified within the SNUC, present other factors that motivate their recategorization, such as, for example, those that overlap other legally protected areas and that have use or vocation that is different from the objectives of their category.

This recategorization, in accordance with Federal Decree No. 4.340/02, which regulates the SNUC law in its article 40, should be proposed by the CU management and carried out by means of a normative act similar to its creation, that is, if the CU was created by law, only by law must it be recategorized. In view of this panorama, management bodies have the possibility to: 1) recategorize: transformation of a CU typology into another with objectives and functions equivalent to their vocation; 2) incorporate: insertion of the CU into an existing one; and 3) extinguish: extinction of a CU. For situations 1 and 2, there is the possibility of decreasing or increasing its size with a new design. Internationally, this process is known as PADDD, which means Protected Areas Downsizing, Downgrading and Degazetting (Scalco & Gontijo, 2019).

This possibility to recategorize, incorporate and extinguish a CU exists because “the State may have created CUs before the SNUC law without preliminary technical studies and that may be irregularly categorized” (Barbosa, 2013 & Gurgel Junior, 2014). Also, according to the authors, “it is possible, in legal terms, to change the category of a Conservation Unit to another one that is more adequate to its biological and cultural reality” (Barbosa, 2013; Gurgel Júnior, 2014). That is, adjustments regarding CU recategorization processes are there to safeguard their respective vocations.

It is necessary to demystify the idea that in conservation units that have already been decreed, their category is inflexible (Barbosa, 2013). It is not claimed that all CUs must undergo a category change process, but that this possibility exists and should be considered when necessary (Zamadei et al., 2019). Recategorization as the “act or effect of re categorizing”, that is, it is the necessary act to legally classify a CU (Houais et al., 2001), and another definition used is “recategorizing is to change the category of a CU while maintaining its area and protection status” (Bernard et al., 2014).

The protection status of a CU is related to its specific characteristics, and for SNUC, status is divided into two groups, Full Protection, which has the resources as the object of protection and Sustainable Use, which has the use as the protection.
object, except for Private Reserves. These categories, in turn, are the types of CU that correspond to a certain purpose and vocation for protection; for SNUC, there are five categories for full protection (Ecological Station; Biological Reserve; National Park; Natural Monument and Wildlife Refuge) and seven for sustainable use (Environmental Protection Area; Area of Relevant Ecological Interest; National Forest; Extractive Reserve; Fauna Reserve; Sustainable Development Reserve and Private Natural Heritage Reserve).

According to the SNUC designation, changes in status necessarily imply change in category, but changes in category do not necessarily imply change in status (Bernard et al., 2014). This means that, along with the need to recategorize CUs, especially those not provided for in the national, state, or municipal conservation system, care must be taken to maintain the area’s protection status and care must also be taken to meet the demands that generated the need for recategorization.

In this sense, this article presents a Systematic Literature Review – SLR with the analysis of cause and effect that influence the CU recategorization process in Brazil. The results of the analysis were guided by the following research question: According to the scientific community, which factors were the most determinant and which instruments were most used in CU recategorization processes in Brazil?

2. Methodology

The SLR is a type of research that follows specific protocols and that seeks to understand and give some logic to a large documentary corpus (Galvão & Ricarte, 2019).

Also, according to the authors, it must present the bibliographic databases that were consulted, the search strategies used in each database, the selection process of scientific articles, the inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as the process of analysis of included articles.

The protocol of this systematic literature review is available for access and consultation at the link below: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/6/folders/13HmvLJzgh4qXQPCdMj_mTucgJTJEZSY .

Planning

This SLR aims to identify the methods applied in the CU recategorization process in Brazil after the establishment of the National System of Conservation Units. In this planning item, research questions, search databases, selection criteria and a string of characters to specify the information that should be returned from the search base, called strings.

Research questions

The systematic literature review is scientific research composed of its own objectives, research problems, methodology, results and conclusion, not being just a mere introduction of a larger research, as may be the case of a convenience literature review.

Research questions are the basis of an SLR, as it indicates what is being sought and guides the entire research (Souza & Cunha, 2019). Thus, two questions were prepared for this SLR, described below:

**Q1:** Which are the methods and instruments applied in the CU recategorization process in Brazil after the establishment of the National System of Conservation Units?

**Q2:** Which factors led to the CU recategorization process in Brazil after the establishment of the National System of Conservation Units?
Research databases

Research databases are the search sources used to collect information that answer the research questions, and the selection of these databases must be performed by seeking those related to the proposed study area (Souza & Cunha, 2019).

The first database used was Google Scholar, as it is a more comprehensive source and provides guidance for possible choice of other databases, according to the search result. Three other databases were used, due to the relevance of articles found in this first search, namely: Researchgate, PubMed and Repositório UFSC.

Selection criteria

A systematic review requires, in addition to a clear question, the establishment of criteria for the inclusion and exclusion of articles, which should be defined based on the question that guides the review (Sampaio & Mancini, 2007) & Mancini, 2006).

The criteria used of this SLR were proposed to include documents with essential information that satisfactorily answer the research question, bringing elements that allow for good discussion, and excluding documents that could add noise to the discussion. Table 1 presents the selection criteria used in this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Inclusion Criteria (IC)</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria (EC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI 1</td>
<td>Contains the procedures for CU recategorization</td>
<td>CE 1</td>
<td>Addresses faunal and floristic aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI 2</td>
<td>Presents the methods and instruments used in recategorization procedures</td>
<td>CE 2</td>
<td>Referring to other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI 3</td>
<td>Addresses SNUC</td>
<td>CE 3</td>
<td>Based on management plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI 4</td>
<td>Published between 2000 and 2020</td>
<td>CE 4</td>
<td>Different article format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data.

In addition, to assess the quality of articles, after checking using inclusion and exclusion criteria, a critical analysis of each article was carried out, observing the following aspects: 1) coherence, if information is consistent with what has been proposed and therefore has relevance to the research; 2) textual quality, if it was possible to understand the study proposal and the information relevant to the research; and 3) methodological quality, if there was transparency in the report, which allows for good interpretation and valid application of information in the research.

Search strings

These are the terms, keywords and logical operators used in the search for articles, with operators: “OR”, which means that any of the terms must be inserted in the search; and “AND”, which means that the previous term must be inserted only if accompanied by the following term (Souza & Cunha, 2019).

For each research database, it may be necessary to use a different string, even when dealing with the same research question, as it is the necessary calibration that enables an effective search. Table 2 presents the strings identified by the research question and applied to each database.
Table 2: Search strings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Q1       | Google Scholar and Repositório UFSC | (“unidade de conservação” OR “área protegida”) AND (método OR metodologia) AND “recategorização”  
|          |                           | and (“conservation unit” OR “protected area”) AND (method OR methodology) AND “recategorization” |
| Q2       | Google Scholar and Repositório UFSC | (“unidade de conservação” OR “área protegida”) AND (fator OR causa) AND “recategorização”  
|          |                           | and (“conservation unit” OR “protected area”) AND (factor OR cause) AND “recategorization” |
| Q1 and Q2| ResearchGate               | (((“unidade de conservação” OR “área protegida”) AND “recategorização”) AND (“conservation unit” OR “protected area”) AND “recategorization”) |
| Q1 and Q2| PubMed                     | ((rebaixamento) AND (redução) OR (PADDD)) AND (“protected area” OR “in situ conservation”)  
|          |                           | e ((downgrade) AND (downsizing) OR (PADDD)) AND (“protected area” OR “in situ conservation”) |

Source: Research data.

3. Results and Discussion

The search in databases generated response of 1,068 works, including articles, dissertations and other documents. To carry out the selection, two steps were necessary, the first being carried out by title, keywords and the selection criteria CI1 and CE3, which led to response of 128 works.

After the first filtering, the 128 works obtained were organized in a spreadsheet, containing their main information, and from there, it was possible to identify repetitions found in different databases, and at the end of the spreadsheet organization, 107 works remained.

In the second stage, articles were selected by abstract and the other selection criteria, obtaining 69 articles as result result. The following flowchart demonstrates the decrease in the number of articles through the filtering procedure (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Decrease in the number of articles after filtering.
Figure 2 shows the amount of works for each research database, with Google Scholar being the one that returned the most results with 61 articles, followed by ResearchGate with 05 articles, PubMed with 02 articles and Repositório UFSC with 01 article.

Figure 2: Number of works for each research.

In Figure 3, it is possible to observe the number of articles obtained as response to each research question. For Q1, 35 works were obtained and for Q2, 67 works were obtained. It is noteworthy that most articles obtained as response to Q1 also responded to Q2 and were considered as the sum of the return that answered the two questions (Q1 and Q2).

In addition, in the ResearchGate and PubMed databases, only one string in Portuguese and English was used to search the two questions, which was due to the fact that it was necessary to use a broader string to find relevant responses.

Figure 3: Number of articles to each research question.

Figure 4 shows the number of articles according to year of publication. There is a wide distribution between years 2008 and 2020, except of the year 2009, which obtained no results. Most articles found and used in the research were published in the years 2019 and 2017. Another factor that can be observed is that, although the range from 2000 to 2020 was used in the search, selected articles were published from 2008 to 2020.
This SLR addressed two guiding questions (Q1 and Q2). Q1 sought to identify the methods, methodologies or instruments used in the recategorization processes of existing Conservation Units in Brazil. Figure 5 shows a cloud of words with results obtained by reading the selected works, where the greater the source of words, the greater the number of mentions in works.

Table 3 shows the methods and respective instruments used and described by each author. Twenty different methods were identified, obtained from the individual use or the combination of different instruments, from the use of a public hearing, for example, the use of Working Group + Technical proposal + Meetings + Public consultation + Legal processes + Decree.
Table 3: CU recategorization methods in Brazil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Technical study</td>
<td>Conduction of technical studies to support recategorization</td>
<td>Griffio &amp; Silva, 2013</td>
<td>RESEC for ESEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Proposal for recategorization</td>
<td>Elaboration of a proposal</td>
<td>Scalco &amp; Gontijo, 2017</td>
<td>CU flexibilization and full protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Banzato, 2014</td>
<td>ESEC for PARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rocha, 2017</td>
<td>PARK for RESEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Socioeconomic and land survey</td>
<td>Acquisition of socioeconomic and land data</td>
<td>Sbroglia &amp; Beltrame, 2012</td>
<td>PARK for MONA +APA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Law / Decree / Provisional Measure / Bill</td>
<td>Determination of recategorization through legal act</td>
<td>Schaimann &amp; Rebollar, 2017</td>
<td>PARK for MONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bernard et al., 2014</td>
<td>Readjustment, reduction and reclassification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Policarpo, 2019</td>
<td>PARK for MOSAIC of APAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bona, 2014</td>
<td>REBIO for PARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Meetings and discussion with the local population</td>
<td>Cunha, 2008</td>
<td>PARK for MONA or APA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Study + Bill</td>
<td>Preparation of a study to support the construction of the legal act</td>
<td>Oliveira, 2018</td>
<td>Fusion of PARK + ESEC + RDS and MOSAIC creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domingues, 2010</td>
<td>APA for full protection CU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caldas, 2015</td>
<td>RESEC for RVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Meetings + Studies</td>
<td>Meetings with the local population and elaboration of a study to support the recategorization process</td>
<td>Silva, 2015</td>
<td>PARK for RDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Working Group + Amendment to the decree</td>
<td>Commission of representatives from different sectors of society, such as public, private and teaching entities and modification of the legal act</td>
<td>Lacerda et al., 2017</td>
<td>RVS for APA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Proposal for recategorization + Law</td>
<td>Preparation of proposal and subsequent legal act</td>
<td>Cunha, 2012</td>
<td>Reduction of limits of PARK for RDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narezi, 2018</td>
<td>ESEC for MOSAIC and EE for RDS (partially)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Proposal for recategorization + Public Consultation</td>
<td>Presentation of proposal for the population</td>
<td>Castro et al., 2015</td>
<td>ESEC for direct use CU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is possible to observe that, according to works analyzed in this study, there is a diversification of methods used for CU recategorization in Brazil. In addition, there is a variation of instruments that compose these methods, used individually and in combination, as described in table 3.

Analyzing the methods adopted for CU recategorizations in Brazil, it is possible to observe that the use of the instrument decree and laws (Borges et al., 2019; Bim et al., 2017; Molinaro & Leal, 2018; Ferreira, 2014; Schaimann & Rebolar, 2017; Lopes, 2019; Bernard et al., 2014; Policarpo, 2019; Bona, 2014; Zechner, 2020; Zamadei et al., 2019; Oliveira, 2011).

| XI | Technical study + Public consultation + Bill | Preparation of studies, presentation to the population and construction of a legal act | Lopes, 2019 | APA for PARK Zechner, 2020 | Redelimitation |
| XII | Working Group + Meetings + Bill | Commission for discussion with the community and elaboration of legal act | Spamer, 2017 | PARK for MONA Prudencio, 2012 | PARK in Sustainable use CU |
| XIII | Working Group + Study + Meetings + Bill | Commission for the preparation of studies and discussions with communities for the construction of the legal act | Duarte, 2012 | PARK for Sustainable use CU Barbosa, 2013 | PARK for MONA |
| XIV | Working Group + Study + Meetings + Public Hearing | Commission for discussion with the community and elaboration of thematic studies and subsequent presentation to the population | Reis, 2018 | PARK for RDS |
| XV | Technical Group + Technical Note + Meetings + Term of Commitment | Commission for discussion with the community and preparation of a technical document and subsequent signing of commitment term | Fonseca, 2015 | Flexibilization of full protection CU |
| XVI | Meetings + Local population profile form + Public consultation + Recategorization proposal | Carrying out a diagnosis with the participation of the local population to prepare a proposal | Jacaína, 2018 | APA for RDS (partially) Ferreira, 2011 | ESEC for MOSAIC |
| XVII | Undersigned + Technical data + Working group + Meetings + Lectures and workshops | Local population initiative, data presentation and discussions in meetings | Sá et al., 2017 | Ecological Sanctuary for SNUC typology |
| XVIII | Meetings + Term of Commitment + Working Group + Studies + Bill | Participation of the population and technicians, elaboration of studies and subsequent construction of the legal act | Ferreira, 2014 | REBIO for RDS |
| XIX | Working group + Technical proposal + Meetings + Public consultation + Legal processes + Decree | Preparation of proposal, presentation to the population and subsequent bureaucratic procedure | Borges et al., 2019 | Change of limits and categories |
| XX | Meetings + Working Group + Interview + Report + Workshop + Recategorization proposal | Meetings and participatory discussion with the local population, elaboration of report and proposal | Ferreira, 2010 | REBIO for RDS |

2018; Domingues, 2010; Caldas, 2015; Lacerda et al., 2017; Duarte, 2012; Barbosa, 2013; Spamer, 2017; Prudencio, 2018; Cunha, 2012; Narezi, 2012) stands out in this process.

Moreover, another instrument that was notoriously used was the technical study (Griffio & Silva, 2013; Jacaúna, 2018; Ferreira, 2011; Sbroglia & Beltrame, 2012; Sá et al., 2017; Ferreira, 2014; Lopes 2019; Zechner, 2020; Zamadei et al., 2019; Oliveira, 2018; Domingues, 2010; Caldas, 2015; Oliveira, 2015; Duarte, 2012; Barbosa, 2013; Reis, 2018) also stand out in this process.

For the National System of Conservation Units - SNUC (Federal Law 9.985/2000), the basic protocol for creating a CU is the sum of technical study + public consultation + bill, being a protocol analogous to the recategorization process, (Figueiredo, 2014. In this sense, three studies corroborated the author, indicating the sum of technical study + public consultation + bill as a method for recategorization (Lopes, 2019; Zechner, 2020; Borges et al., 2019).

Regarding Q2, the review searched for factors that cause the CU recategorization process in Brazil, whether they are factors that generate conflicts, considered negative, or factors that are related to the improvement of the CU protection status, considered to be positive. Table 4 presents a list of the fourteen factors mentioned in the selected studies, thirteen of which are negative and only one positive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional human occupation</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-traditional human occupation</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-compliance with SNUC and Legal conflicts</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political / economic interference</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land conflicts</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power generation / transmission</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use restrictions</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping of protected areas</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate speculation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and livestock</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining activity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public use incompatibility</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of toponyms</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management issues</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data.

Given the above, it is possible to observe that the main highlight is the traditional human occupation (Spamer, 2017; Scalco & Gontijo, 2019; Jacaúna, 2018; Scalco & Gontijo, 2017; Sá et al., 2017; Reis, 2018; Castro et al., 2015; Bim et al., 2017; Fonseca, 2015; Oliveira, 2018; Horovitz, 2016; Bursztyn et al., 2008; Ferreira, 2011; Ferreira, 2014; Sinay et al., 2019) et al., 2019; Ferreira et al., 2013; Maia, 2011; Martins, 2017; Oliveira, 2018; Silva, 2012; Lima & Silva, 2020; Zamadei et al., 2019; Hartung & Moura, 2011), and it is noteworthy that the studies that highlighted this factor are inserted in the scenario of indigenous lands, ‘quilombolas’ and ‘caiçaras’, located mainly in the Amazon region and on the Brazilian coast.
Another point worth mentioning refers to the use restriction factor (Santos & Marques, 2019; Scalco & Gontijo, 2017; Santos et al., 2016; Molinaro & Leal, 2018; Maia, 2011; Souza & Milanez, 2019; Marques et al., 2016; Rocha, 2017), which impose restrictions on the resident population, especially when it comes to full protection CUs, such as parks.

In addition to these two factors mentioned above, non-compliance with SNUC and legal conflicts (Griffo & (A. L. F. da Silva, 2012), 2013; Sá et al., 2017; Bursztyn et al., 2008; Paula et al., 2010; Schaimann & Rebollar, 2017; Bernard et al., 2014; Caldas, 2015; Federal et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2011; Zechner, 2020; Silva, 2012) should also be highlighted, as there are numerous CUs that were created prior to the national system and that, after its implementation, are no longer recognized in the National Register of Protected Areas (CNUC).

Contrary to factors that bring a problem to be solved, the conservation factor was identified (Bernard et al., 2014), related to recategorization with the purpose of increasing the degree of protection of a certain CU, which can occur both with the increase in its geographic area as well as with the modification of its conservation status from sustainable use to full protection.

The conservation factor is the main responsible for gains related to recategorizations, since the PADDD process, in addition to the objective of recategorizing protected areas, also aims at degazetting and downsizing. When the purpose of the factor that justified the recategorization is conservation, this means that there was no loss of geographic area or significance of its protection.

4. Conclusion

Over the twenty years after the SNUC creation, there were several recategorization processes in different CU categories, with responsible factors and different methods, in many cases presenting quite simplistic protocols, but which, in a general analysis, behaved in a very complementary way, as can be seen in the results of this SLR.

To understand the CU recategorization process in Brazil, it is also essential to explore the factors responsible for this need, since there are several factors for this occurrence, in order to seek the methods used in this recategorization process.

Some patterns regarding to the instruments used in these recategorization processes can be observed, for example, one pattern identified was that there are methods with and without popular participation. Likewise, despite the diversification of factors, it was also possible to observe patterns regarding territorial conflicts over land use.

The reading the selected articles allowed finding answers to the two proposed questions. For Q1, the methods applied vary according to the instruments used, including updating a decree or law, carrying out technical studies, technical proposal, public consultation, creating a working group, discussing and meeting with interested actors, holding lectures and workshops, undersigned and signing of the commitment term. In many studies, these instruments were used in a grouped manner, that is, more than one instrument per recategorization process.

For Q2, the factors responsible for the recategorization process vary between traditional human occupation, use restrictions, non-compliance with SNUC, political / economic interference, non-traditional human occupation, tourism, overlapping of protected areas, land conflicts, agriculture and livestock, power generation / transmission, real estate speculation, public use incompatibility, alteration of toponyms and conservation.

It was observed that these factors behave as conflicts, mainly in situations that involve the incidence of occupation by traditional populations, often mentioned in studies, which is due to the fact that there is an overlapping of a CU area with ‘quilombola’, indigenous and ‘caicara’ territory. Also, in relation to conflicts, these mostly occur due to the incompatibility of the real local situation, CU vocation and category to which it belongs.
The analysis of the conflicting factor correlation - need for recategorization - method used, is necessary so that both the public power and the population actively participate in this process, which should be carried out to resolve conflicts, promoting recategorization according to the CU vocation.

This SLR pointed out the conflict with traditional communities as the main factor responsible for CU recategorization processes in Brazil, which is justified by the fact that the federation, states and municipalities create full protection CU, or that do not admit human occupations within their limits and does not carry out the necessary expropriation of the land.

In addition, many recategorizations have taken place and are taking place in an arbitrary manner, without carrying out an acceptable procedural rite, which guarantees the maintenance of the protection status of areas and the solution of existing problems.

To follow these procedures, there are initiatives aimed at disseminating data about these recategorizations in the world and specifically in Brazil. As an example, we can mention the PADDD TRACKER and PADDD TRACKER – BRASIL, platforms designed to track and publicize the events of recategorization, reduction and extinction of CUs, prepared by WWF with the support of the International Conservation

In future works, we advise new research focused in analyze how these recategorization processes took place in each CU to understand the impacts of the decisions made and their effects, in order to identify the most effective set of instruments that should be applied to recategorize CUs in Brazil.
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